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1. Introduction 
 

Knowsley Child Exploitation and Missing Children Service is Shield which is a multi-agency team for children at 
risk of exploitation, trafficking and missing from home or care placed in or out of borough.  The service brings 
together agencies from a range of services to work in partnership to provide a dedicated and specialist service to 
children. The aim of the service is to safeguard and protect children and provide a coordinated response and 
intervention to keep Knowsley children safe and free from exploitation.     
 
2. Definitions 

Contextual Safeguarding (Firmin, 2017) 
Contextual Safeguarding is an approach to understanding, and responding to, young people’s experiences of 
significant harm beyond their families. It recognises that the different relationships that children form in their 
neighborhoods, schools and online can feature violence and abuse. Parents and carers have little influence over 
these contexts, and young people’s experiences of extra-familial abuse can undermine parent-child 
relationships. Therefore children’s social care practitioners need to engage with individuals and sectors who do 
have influence over/within extra- familial contexts, and recognise that assessment of, and intervention with, 
these spaces are a critical part of safeguarding practices. Contextual Safeguarding, therefore, expands the 
objectives of child protection systems in recognition that children are vulnerable to abuse in a range of social 
contexts. 
 
Child Sexual Exploitation 

Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) is a form of child sexual abuse. It occurs where an individual or group takes 
advantage of an imbalance of power to coerce, manipulate or deceive a child under the age of 18 into sexual 
activity: 
(a) In exchange for something the victim needs or wants, and/or 
(b) For the financial advantage or increased status of the perpetrator or facilitator. 
The victim may have been sexually exploited even if the sexual activity appears consensual. Child Sexual 
Exploitation does not always involve physical contact; it can also occur through the use of technology. 
(Home Office 2017) 
 
Child Criminal Exploitation 

Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) occurs where an individual or group takes advantage of a person under the 
age of 18 and may coerce, manipulate or deceive a child under that age into any activity 
 
(a) In exchange for something the victim needs or wants, and/or 
(b) For the financial advantage or increased status of the perpetrator or facilitator and/or 
(c) Through violence or the threat of violence. 
 
The victim may be exploited even if the activity appears consensual (i.e. moving drugs or the proceeds of drugs 
from one place to another). Child Criminal Exploitation does not always involve physical contact; it can also 
occur through the use of technology. (Home Office 2018) 
 
County Lines 
County lines is a term used to describe gangs and organised criminal networks involved in exporting illegal drugs 
into one or more importing areas within the UK, using dedicated mobile phone lines or other form of “deal line”. 
They are likely to exploit children and vulnerable adults to move and store the drugs and money and they will 
often use coercion, intimidation, violence (including sexual violence) and weapons. (Home Office 2018) 

 
County lines is a form of Child Exploitation (CE). It is a major, cross-cutting issue involving drugs, violence, 
gangs, safeguarding, criminal and sexual exploitation, modern slavery, and missing persons. The response to 
tackle it involves the Police, the NCA (National Crime Agency) and a wide range of Government departments, 
local government agencies and VCS (voluntary and community sector) organisations. County lines activity and 
the associated violence, drug dealing and exploitation have a devastating impact on children, vulnerable adults 
and local communities. 
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Missing  

Anyone whose whereabouts cannot be established will be considered as missing until located and their well-

being or otherwise confirmed. 

 

All reports of missing children sit within a continuum of risk from ‘no apparent risk (absent)’ through to high-risk 

cases that require immediate, intensive action. 

 

If the child is categorised by Merseyside Police as ‘absent’, the person calling the Police will be asked if there are 

safeguarding concerns or risks, to inform the Police response.  If there are no safeguarding concerns or risks 

they will be advised to call the Police if there is a change in circumstances, which would increase the risk level, 

or if the person returns. 

 

Some children absent themselves for a short period and then return, with their whereabouts known to their 

parent/carer. Sometimes children stay out longer than agreed, either on purpose to test boundaries, or 

accidentally.  A child, who has failed to return home but their whereabouts are known and/or staying at a known 

location with a friend or family where there is no identified risk, would not be treated as either ‘missing’ or 

‘absent’ under police definitions. 

 
3. Policy Framework  
 
This manual should be read alongside:  
  

 Merseyside Police Missing Persons – Management, Recording & Investigation Policy & Procedure.  Dec 

2017. 

 Knowsley Information Sharing Charter V2-0 July 2019 

 Pan Merseyside Missing Children Procedure.  May 2018 

 Knowsley Missing Policy.  October 2018 

 Pan Merseyside Child Exploitation Policy. April 2020 

 Knowsley Child Exploitation Policy. April 2020 

 

 

https://app.college.gsi.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Missing-definition-1.png
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4. SHIELD  

 
Shield is a multi-agency team to protect children against child exploitation.   The Shield Team’s vision is to keep 
children safe and free from exploitation by being a centre of excellence.  
 
The Shield team aims to work together with children, families and the community to offer a range of services to 
reduce the risk of child exploitation by   

 Providing a central point for all professionals to receive expertise with reference to child exploitation. 

 Providing a coordinated and proactive response to dealing with child exploitation: prevention, 

safeguarding and prosecution.  

 Reducing and preventing children from being exploited and reduce the number of episodes of children 

going missing.  

 Promoting the development of positive relationships with children and their families affected by 

exploitation 

 Improving evidence gathering and information sharing to inform problem profiling and prosecutions.  

 
The Shield Team 
Telephone; 0151 443 5028 

Egress email:  Shield@knowsley.gov.uk                                                                
 
 
 

 
 
 
The service consist of multi-agency representation with a core team (referred to as “core associates”) of statutory 
agencies supported by a virtual team (referred to as “secondary associates”).  
 
The “core associates” / dedicated workers are permanently working together as one team with the specific remit 
of dealing with CE, and children missing from home or care.  
 
A matrix management arrangement exist for workers forming part of the “core team” with line management 
responsibility retained by each individual agency, but with the SHIELD Co-ordinator being responsible for the 
operation of the team on a daily basis 
         
The core associates are located in one building, currently Nutgrove Villa: 
 

 Shield Team Coordinator – Children’s Social Care (CSC) 

mailto:Shield@knowsley.gov.uk
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 CSC Social Workers X 4 

 CSC personal advisor 

 Police Segerants, Detective Constables and Constables 

 Health worker via  MASH Hub  

 Education Support Officer via MASH Hub 

 Business Support Assistant 

 

Shield Team Coordinator  - The Shield coordinator is accountable for the overall performance of SHIELD, 

reporting to both the CEM Performance Board, Local Safeguarding Children’s Partnership and Senior Council 
Officers and members. The Coordinator drives the delivery of improved outcomes by managing and supervising 
the work of the multi agency team including recruitment, training and development, case work allocations, quality 
assurance/audit, performance management and individual and group supervision.  Responsibilities include:  
 

 Having an overview of the investigation and protection of all children at risk of exploitation placed both 
within and out of borough.  
 

 Oversight of the police investigation arm of SHIELD ensuring alignment and co-ordination where required 

of SHIELD interventions with any ongoing criminal investigation  

 Oversight of the commissioned provision for return interviews to ensure performance targets are reached 

and service being provided is of a good standard 

 Chairing/attending complex strategy meetings and oversight of Shield contributation at subsequent CP 

conferences and legal planning meetings with regard to CE and missing, ensuring that the appropriate 

response is forthcoming from both SHIELD and partners. 

 To co-ordinate all missing episodes and ensure local procedures are implemented for all children 

reported missing within the Borough and for Looked after Children placed out of Borough.  

 To develop partnership working and implementation of  CE awareness raising sessions across a range of 

audiences including professionals, partner agencies and children in secondary and primary schools; to 

develop a broad understanding of the identification of CE, levels of need, appropriate pathways and 

services available  

 Maintain and analyse the CE and MFHC data set and management information, ensuring timeliness, 
accuracy and adherence to the relevant performance monitoring and reporting procedures.  
 

 Detective Inspector (missing and CE)- The Detective Inspectors have managerial responsibility for the 

Police staff within Shield with oversight of criminal investigations, safeguarding and missing 
investigations, and intelligence development. The Detective Inspectors work with partners to safeguard 
those at risk of CE at a strategic level and the CE DI has responsibility for chairing the MACE meeting.   

 

 Detective Sergeant (missing and CE)- The Detective Sergeants have supervisory responsibility for the 
police officers within the team, with supervisory oversight of criminal investigations, safeguarding 
investigations, missing investigations and intelligence development, working with partners to safeguard 
those at risk of CE 

 

 Social Workers/Personal Advisor – All cases that require statutory intervention will be case managed 

by a Children Social Care Worker based in Nutgrove Villa, the social workers within Shield will support 
the CIN/CP/CLA teams by providing advice and support and direct work to young people and their 
families under the supervision of the Shield Coordinator who manages all services including 
commissioning.   The Shield Social Worker/ Personal Advisor takes up work as directed by Shield 
Coordinator providing support and advice to family and victims of CE.  This will include joint police 
investigations, supporting victims, one to one work, support to other professionals, developing and 
sharing experience to safeguard children and parents, victim led support and ensure and implement 
shield plans.  A detailed description of what they do, what working plan is in place, supervision forms and 
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case notes will be recorded in ICS.  The Social workers who hold case responsibility will conduct an 
assessment of the needs of the child to identify areas of vulnerability and risk of exploitation that will feed 
into the child and family assessment and plan. They will also provide guidance and support to 
professionals from various agencies.  
 

 Detective Constable - The Detective Constables within the team conduct criminal investigations, 

safeguarding investigations and intelligence development, working with partners to safeguard those at 
risk of CE 
 

 Missing from Home Coordinator (Police Officer) - The MFH Coordinator has responsibility for the co-
ordination and oversight of all missing from home incidents within Knowsley, working closely with 
partners and internal colleagues to safeguard those missing from home/care. MFH co-ordinator will 
review daily missing reports and challenge any risk assessment where appropriate. They will also 
escalate any additional concerns surrounding a missing report to the relevant supervisor. MFH co-
ordinator is a key member of any missing from care/ strategy meetings and will share any relevant 
information to ensure that the most appropriate safeguarding options can be considered. Furthermore the 
MFH co-ordinator will identify those young people who would benefit from a Missing Action Plan (MAP) 
being implemented, and they actively seek opportunities for Child Abduction Warning Noticies (CAWN) to 
be issued to associates of missing/vulnerable children where appropriate. 
 

 PSCO –The PSCO will be the single point of contact for all children’s and semi independent homes.  

  

 CE Co-Ordinator (Police Officer) - The CE Police Coordinator is responsible for: 

 
a)   MACE preparation  
b)   read all the CE 2 forms  
c) make additional enquires on any significant information contained in      the CE forms 
d) ensure any relevant information is submitted as intelligence on police systems 
e) MACE attendance, contribution and take actions from the MACE 
f) To update the MACE with any intelligence or hotspot information including Force 

Intelligence Bureau (FIB) CE briefings 
g) Manage CE flags on Niche 
h) Ensure transition of the CE for all children moving in and out of the borough to other 

MACE processes 
i) Ensure all CE assessment tools are on police systems 

 
              

 Voluntary Sector – support to young people who are at risk of/or are being exploited. Raise awareness 
about Child Exploitation. Catch 22  
 

 Health Professional – Provide assessment and support to young people who are at risk of/or are being 

exploited who require health guidance and support. Raise awareness about Child Exploitation. 
 

 Education Officer – To provide assessment and support to young people who are at risk of/or are being 

exploited or missing from home or care who require support within school. To provide data sets to 
support data and information analysis regarding absence to increase intelligence and knowledge of CSE 
trends. Raise awareness about Child Exploitation. 
 

 Independent Services –– are commissioned by Knowsley Local Authority to deliver a Missing from 
Home/Care Service. Missing reports are received from Police and will then aim to conduct a return home 
interview with the young person within 72 hours of them being seen safe and well. Catch 22 

 
 Business Support Assistant – To provide administrative support to the team.  BSA is also responsible 

for the administration of MACE. 
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5. Shield, Child Exploitation and Missing Governance  
 

 

 
 
 
SHIELD reports directly to the SHIELD Child Exploitatoin and Missing  (CEM) Performance Board (see CEM 
Terms of Reference – Appendix A) chaired by the Head of Integrated Working; the Board has responsibility for 
monitoring SHIELD’s performance against prescribed indicators and outcomes, providing challenge, support and 
direction where required. An Operational Performance Group (See Terms of Reference – Appendix B), chaired 
by the SHIELD Coordinator exists to monitor and drive forward the day to day performance, service improvement 
and any actions set by the Board.  
 
SHIELD will also report thematically to the Knowsley Safeguarding Children’s Partnership.  
 
Knowsley’s safeguarding policies and procedures for children can be found on  
http://kmbcdev.co.uk/kscb/index.php/policy-and-guidance  
 
6. Multi-Agency Child Exploitation Meeting (MACE) and Mapping Meeting 

Child Exploitation takes places in local communities and information is often known to the full spectrum of 
statutory and voluntary sector agencies and is used to highlight the threat and reduce risk. It is anticipated that 
an improved intelligence picture will enable effective action in a greater number of cases of child exploitation, 
thereby reducing the harm that would otherwise be caused to the young victims and their families. 

 
A MACE meeting will provide the framework to allow regular information sharing and action planning to tackle 
child exploitation across Merseyside. Representatives from a range of statutory, voluntary and community sector 
agencies will attend at the meeting. (See appendix C – Pan Merseyside MACE Terms of Reference) 
 
The mapping meeting will run alongside the MACE and will assist with understanding the Knowsley CE picture 
and ensure all forms of disruption are being actioned. (see appendix D – Mapping meeting Terms of Reference) 
 
Shield has oversight of the MACE database and administers the MACE and Mapping meetings.  
 
 
 
 

http://kmbcdev.co.uk/kscb/index.php/policy-and-guidance
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7.  Multi-Agency Response to Threat, Harm and Risk (MARTHR) 

 
SHIELD works closely with community police and safety partners and attend a monthly Multi-Agency Response 
to Threat Harm and Risk meeting (MARTHR), alongside adult service partners.  MARTHR is jointly chaired 
between the council and Merseyside Police and is responsible for considering those alleged perpetrators for 
criminal and sexual exploitation of children. The Community Safety Partnership further facilitates a problem 
solving forum. This forum allows agencies to refer particular locations or individuals for discussion at a senior 
multi-agency level and plans are developed utilising all different agencies powers in order to reduce risks.  At any 
stage an adult perpetrator’s name becomes apparent then a referral needs to be made into MARTHR process.  
Shield CSC and Police CE Coordinator provides updates/ referrals from the MACE to the MARTHR to ensure 
additional action is taken on identified perpetrators.   
 

  
8. CE Coordinators Meeting  

  
The Public Protection Unit (PPU) Detective Chief Inspector chairs a monthly CE Co -Coordinators meetings 
which is attended by CSE Co-Ordinators from across the Force.  Force wide intelligence collated by the PPU is 
discussed with patterns, trends or themes. Local, Regional and National working practices are also discussed for 
dissemination.  This information is shared with SHIELD team and MACE. 
 
The meeting is also a networking opportunity for CE Coordinators across the Force. 
 
 
9. Shield processes   

 

9.1 Daily Morning Briefing  

Each morning a Shield Daily Morning Briefing will take place.   The meeting joint chaired by a named Detective 
Constable and a social worker.  Police and CSC are expected to have respresentatives present at all briefings 
and their responsibility is to assess each situation from a police and safeguarding perspective.   
Any concerns raised in the briefing then immediate discussion with Detective Sergeant and Shield Coordinator is 
required.  
 
The briefing discussion revolves around: 

 Allocation of cases and tasks 

 Outstanding Actions 

 New Incidents and Updates – Police night reports and EDT alerts 

 Intelligence 

 Referrals for CCE and CSE 

 Any missing episodes of concern 

 Any missing episodes that trigger additional meetings 

 Completed Visits/Debriefs/Strategies/Disruption 

 Actions 

 AOB  

 
The Shield daily briefing template (see appendix E) must be completed by Shield business support and updates 
for actions to be clearly recorded.    Shield business support following briefing will start the next day briefing with 
the actions carried forward.  The briefing minutes are stored on Shield Egress site so that all agencies can 
record information and read to see their actions if they are unable to attend briefing.  
 
9.2 Missing Process in Shield 

 
Children Services  
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All missing episodes reported to the Police are sent to Children Services business hub via email:  
cscadmin@knowsley.gov.uk  (see Appendix F).  Children Services business hub processes the missing, found 
and return interview information to the relevant social work or family first department and to the commissioned 
service Catch 22.  
 
The Shield Team will screen all missing, found and return interviews that are not open to Children Services or 

that do not have an allocated Family First lead practitioner, and make a decision as to the level of presenting 

need and refer the child to the appropriate level of service if required: 

 

 No further action 

 Signposting 

 Early Help 

 S17 Initial assessment 

 S47 Child Protection 

 

If a parent refuses the offer of an Early Help Plan, or a Return Interview, and there are other causes of concern, 

a further discussion must take place in the MASH.  

 

Police  - Missing From Home Coordinator  
 
In addition to highlightlilghting  any missing episodes of concern on the Shield daily morning briefing,  the police 
missing from home coordinator will attend all relevant meetings in relation to missing including missing home 
strategy meetings. MFH co-ordinator is a key member of any missing from care/ strategy meetings and will share 
any relevant information to ensure that the most appropriate safeguarding options can be considered. 
Furthermore the MFH co-ordinator will identify those young people who would benefit from a Missing Action Plan 
(MAP) being implemented, and they actively seek opportunities for CAWN’s to be issued to associates of 
missing/vulnerable children where appropriate.  
 
Return Interviews 
 

Knowsley’s commissioned service, Catch 22 are expected to offer all return interviews within 72 hours,  ensure 
all approaches have been used to increase acceptanace figures, and quality or returns are completed is of a 
good standard. In addition Catch22 offer a 7 day service where missing episodes are processed at a weekend to 
ensure that timescales are met. Any safeguarding concerns discussed within a return interview then they should 
immediately be reported to the allocated lead practitioner and Shield duty social worker.    
 
In addition to safeguarding,  any information from return interviews that builds an intelligence picture of an 
individual or group needs to be recorded on the daily morning briefing so that further actions can be taken.  
 
Any child who requires additional missing direct work will be allocated from the morning briefing discussion by 
the Shield Coordinator.  All direct work with young people will have oversight by Catch 22 manager and an 
Experienced Shield Social Worker.   
 
 
9.3 Child Exploitation process in Shield  

 
All CSE and CCE referrals will be discussed in the Shield daily morning briefing.  The Shield duty worker will 
discuss the CE concerns with CE police and the MASH social worker or Early Help Triage who has responsibility 
to screen the referral to make a decision on whether this requires a Child Exploitation Assessment tool and 
progression to MACE.  
 
Each week the Shield Detective Sergeant and the Shield Coordinator will review what cases have not 
progressed to MACE.   
 
Things that are taken into consideration when making the decision to progress to MACE:   

mailto:cscadmin@knowsley.gov.uk
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 Is it exploitation? 

 Back ground and history 

 Associations 

 Level of protective and risk factors 

 Warning signs of exploitation 

 Does this require a full CE assessment under MACE or can a single agency at level 2 provide the 

required intervention (e.g online safety work in school)  

 
If it is decided that the case does not need to proceed to MACE then the rationale will be recorded on the MASH 
contact and Niche.  If it does reach the threshold for MACE then the following will take place: 
 

1) Any immediate actions will be written on Shield morning briefing which will be saved on Shield Egress 

site and a decision will be made on whether a CSE or CCE flag will also be placed on Niche and liquid 

logic immediately or following MACE.    

 
2) The Shield business support will start the CE assessment on liquid logic and assign it to the lead 

practitioner’s work tray to complete and to update their plan within a multi-agency meeting of all 

professionals working with the family by a certain cut-off date.  If the child is placed in Knowsley by 

another responsible authority then a blank CE assessment document (see appendix G) will be sent to the 

responsible social worker to complete in a set timescale.  Any assistance required in completing the CE 

assessment tool then contact can be made to the Shield team.    

 
3) Shield police must be included in the completion of the CE assessment.  Practitioners are expected to 

email Shield@knowsley.gov.uk to request attendance or information 5 working days prior.  

 
4) For Knowsley young people, once the CE assessment is completed then the lead practitioner must send 

to their line manager for approval.    

 
5) Once approved the manager then must assign the CE assessment into the MACE tray on liquid logic.  

For children placed in Knowsley the responsible social worker should email the CE assessment back to 

Shield via secure email address and Shield Business support will fill in a CE data form and attach the 

word document in liquid logic on EHM.   

 
6) Shield business support will then send out the SharePoint link which contains that month’s MACE CE 

assessments and plans to all MACE representatives seven days prior to the MACE 

 
7) CE process charts for open or closed cases are in Appendix H 

 
 
Police  
 

Police within Shield screen all CE cases, and any crimes identified are reviewed by the Detective Sergeant. The 
crimes are then allocated to whatever team / department is best to deal with it. 
 
NRM’s are currently all allocated to one Detective to keep a consistent approach, this is regularly reviewed. 
 
Police attend a Monthly Targeting Meeting (MTM), which is due to expand with key partners, the meeting is to 
highlight indivduals who are raised to the team and are of concern. The MTM tasks indivdual officers to develop 
the intelligence around the nominal raised, using internal police departments and also external partners and 
intelligence. 
  
The CE Coordinator in the team, prepares all police information for MACE and assists with following actions, the 
Coordinator is pivtol in the team as a conduit for a lot of the intelligence which flows through Shield. The 

mailto:Shield@knowsley.gov.uk
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Coordintor assists the MTM which is chaired by the Detective Sergeant. Other roles conducted are supporting 
the mapping meeting held and doing research in conjunctions with the Forces Intelligence department. 
 
10. The role of the Vulnerable Persons Referral Unit in relation to any notifications that suggest CE is a 
risk factor 
 
The Vulnerable Persons Referral Unit (VPRU) Police Team will  record any CE concerns referred into by 
operational police officers via a VPRF1 onto NICHE and create ‘contacts’ that are referred to Family Services via 
the MASH ‘Front door’ 
 
 The VPRU  will record any CE concerns referred into MASH by partner agencies onto NICHE and will fully 
update the NICHE record with all the details on the VPRF1. 
 
The Shield Detective Sergeant will review any CE themed NICHE occurrence created and ensure that any CE 
victim or ‘notify if’  flags are identified.  If the MASH Detective Sergeant determines that a case will be 
investigated (or further enquiries made) by the SHIELD Police Team the officer should ensure that the Social 
Care Team Manager in MASH is advised ASAP so that they can use this decision to help determine threshold.  
 
Advice of the SHIELD Team Detective Sergeant should still be sought and discussion should take place as 
regards ownership of any criminal investigation or enquiry into the circumstances of the referral. 
 
 
11.Shield Social Care  
 
Duty 

The social worker who is on duty is expected to : 
- be in work prior to daily morning briefing to check Shield email accounts and EDT alerts and put them on 

briefing 
- complete actions from briefing 
- monitor Shield email accounts and EHM information request and respond accordingly 
- attend any DMM or strategy meeting that requires Shield attendance 
- book in any consultation that is requested on the duty day 
- screen all missing, found and returns that are being processed that day 
- respond to other professionals coming into the Shield team 

 
It is expected that if anyone is struggling on duty then there is an expectation for other staff to cover.  If 
something happens on a case it requires the staff member to go out  then another staff member is expected to 
cover missing screenings or duty if in the office.  
 

Caseload  - direct work 

The Social Worker and Personal Advisor are also expected to provide an enhanced service to Knowsley children 

that are assessed as being sexually or criminally exploited.  An expected case load would consist of 7-10 

children/parents depending upon complexity of need.   

 

Shield will work with a priority cohort of 30 children who are/have been criminally exploited.  This cohort is called 

Deter 30 (D30) and the threshold criteria for allocation is:    

1. Children and families on the CCE register where there is a significant risk of the child entering 

high cost or secure accommodation due to community based CCE risks. 

- In the MACE process assessed as high risk; and/or  

- Identified via FIB, NWOCG or Shield mapping as significant association concern and/or 

- Age 17 and under and found out of borough in known Knowsley county lines.  

 
2. Children and families on the CCE register at home or in low cost accommodation with placement 

instability due to CCE. 
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- In the MACE process assessed as high risk; and/or  

- Identified via FIB, NWOCG or Shield mapping as significant association concern and/or 

- Age 17 and under and found out of borough in known Knowsley county lines.  

 
3. Children and families on CCE register where child is already placed in high cost and secure 

accommodation due to CCE.  

 
- In the MACE process 

- Placed in secure as emergency response to an arrest 

- Strategy meeting is considering legal representative to consider accommodation/secure 

 
Shield process and standards upon allocation by Shield Coordinator  
 

1. Allocated worker to add self to involvements on ICS or EHM 

2. Make contact with lead practitioner and explain your role and agree how the roles will be explained to 

the family.  Agree how this process will fit in with lead process – CIN, CLA, CP or TAF.   

3. Make contact with the family in 3 working days to arrange a visit 

4. Attend the lead practitioners meetings to contribute to the CE assessment– initial or review 

5. Ensure that all your involvement is reflected in Pan Merseyside CE assessment forms  

6. Complete a keep safe plan with the young person and family using a selection of planning tools within 

4 weeks 

7. Gather all information on case files, professionals and family and then complete the Shield contextual 

safeguarding assessment and plan (see appendix G)  

8. Complete ICS Supervision case discussion – 4-6 weeks from date of allocation with attached Shield 

assessment and plan.  If assessment has not been completed then provide evidence in supervision 

form why there is a delay 

9. Minimum weekly contact unless agreed with manager 

10. Agree timing of reviews for Supervision forms dependent on status/ level of need.    

 

Supervision  

Individual Supervision – 
Monthly  

Group Supervision – Bi Monthly Clinical Supervision  

Individual supervision ICS – 
cases – frequency of 
discussion determined case 
by case.  
Personal matters 
Professional development 
Research and theory 
 
 
 
 
 

Research 
Theory 
Cases of concern so all 
practitioners are aware of 
concerns 
Learning from a case 
Links with community, lead area 
development 

Can book a slot to discuss a case 
when required  

 

 
Other Shield social care services include:  
 

1. Advice and guidance to any child, parent or professional in relation to missing and child exploitation 

concerns 
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2. A consultation service to any professional in the council that requires a more detailed discussion about a 

case and guidance on resources that can be used. (See Appendix I for Shield consultation form) 

 
3. Screening of all children placed in Knowsley from other boroughs to ensure safeguarding has been 

responded to appropriately 

 
4. Delivery of training across the council 

 
5. ABE joint interviews with police  

 
6. Court advice and support for CE   

 

7. Responding to all CSE and CCE concerns for children placed in Knowsley from other responsible 

authorities and checking that safeguarding has been adhered to and that children are in the MACE 

process 

 
8. Establishing links in the community to ensure children being exploited received required services.  

 
9. Attendance at MARTHR, MACE, Location meeting 

 
10. Assistance to Vitual School in completion of risk assessments for schools and colleges in relation to CE.  

 
11. Supervision of Catch 22 members of staff and audits of return interviews 

 
12. Mapping the CE cohort alongside the CE Police Coordinator 

 
13. Progressing developments in the council when identified via Shield performance data (i.e development of 

CSE response to boys, links with Education, Employment and Training providers) 

 
14. Attendance at meetings on behalf of the Shield Coordinator when required.  

 
Time Management of Social Care staff members 

All leave and training will be recorded in the Shield gcsx calendar.  All leave cards will be saved on Shield 
Sharepoint under “time management of KMBC staff members”.  Each Supervision this will be checked alongside 
your time management or clock cards.   
 
Flexi/Leave arrangements:  

1. Must cover missing screening/ duty before requesting leave or flexi 

2. No more than two SW off at the same time so have to check the leave/training 
calendar in the Shield gcsx outlook account  

3. Ensure someone is covering any of your lead areas or meetings whilst on leave  

4. Send leave card to Shield Coordinator only when these three above are covered.  

5. Send leave calendar invite to Shield Coordinator and Shield GCSX 

6. If flexi or leave is just for one day and the above cannot be covered then speak to 
Shield Coordinator 

 
Training or other expectations:  

1. Must cover missing/ duty before training is agreed 

2. Must cover any lead areas or meeting before training is agreed 

3. Send Calendar invite to Shield gcsx and Shield Coordinator so it is in those 
calendars that you are on training that day.  

 
Flexi working to match the child’s needs:  

1. If identified activity is in the evening and/or weekend then scheduled your week to 
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take hours off in the week to cover 

2. Once flexi hours reach 12 hours then please book a day flexi to take back hours 

3. If there are problems with scheduling your week or the following week to 
accommodate then speak to the Shield Coordinator 

 

 
12.Pan Merseyside  - Catch 22 response  
 

Catch22’s Pan Merseyside Child Exploitation service forms part of Victim Care Merseyside which is funded by 
Merseyside’s Police and Crime Commissioner and responds to and fully supports young people who are 
currently involved in Child Sexual Exploitation, Child Criminal Exploitation, gangs and trafficking, through both 
one to one and group work.  
 
Short and long-term support for young people affected by CE is provided, ensuring that they are fully supported 
to recover and reduce any further risk. These referrals are taken directly from MACE where a bespoke package 
of support and intervention is developed with the young person. 
 
The service offers CE group work to groups of young people (preventative and targeted) in settings such as; 
Youth Clubs, Primary and High Schools (mainstream and alternative education) and outreach sessions across 
Merseyside. These sessions can be tailored to the needs of the children and young people and the team are 
flexible in providing one off sessions lasting 1 hour or more, or sessions that consist of up to 6 weeks’ worth of 
support.  
 
The team can also deliver CE training to professionals such as; Police, Social Workers, Health professionals, 
Teachers, Foster Carers and Youth Offending teams providing professionals with the support to raise their 
awareness of CE. 
 
A consultation service is also offered to professionals and parents to assist them with referrals; pathways and 
reporting concerns and resources for young people and families. 
 
13.Operation Fairlop 
 

Operation Fairlop is a pro-active multi agency response to reduce Child Exploitation in Knowsley. It is the 
outreach side of the Shield team.  The intention of the operation is three strand: 
 

 Intelligence and evidence gathering. 

 Prevention and protection of children and young persons from child exploitation.  

 Enforcement: Pro Active & Zero Tolerance approach targeting of individual and groups committing CE 
offences. Targeting of businesses, licensed operations and hotspots locations that have been identified 
by intelligence as linked to CE through MACE or Shield briefings. 

 
The Operation tasks are identified via intelligence, training needs identified or performance data.  The CE Police 
coordinator is responsible for the coordination of tasks completed and activity is reflected  in Shield quarterly 
reports.  
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Terms of Reference 
 

Meeting Child Exploitation and Missing Partnership 

Performance Board 

Membership  

Name Title Organisation 
 HoS Integrated Services  (Chair) Knowsley Council 

 SHIELD Coordinator Knowsley Council 

 HofS CIN & CP Knowsley Council 

 HofS LAC Knowsley Council 

 HofS Safer Communities Knowsley Council 

 Quality Assurance Unit Manager Knowsley Council 

 Data Analyst Knowsley Council 

 Commissioning Manager Knowsley Council 

 Senior Manager Family First 0-18  Knowsley Council 

 Education Improvement Officer 
 

Knowsley Council 

 Inspector Merseyside Police  

 Detective Chief Inspector Merseyside Police 

 Designated Nurse Safeguarding Children Halton CCG 

 Merseyside Police - Criminal Exploitation Rep Merseyside Police 

 Senior Service Coordinator Catch 22 

 Youth Offending Service Manager Youth Offending 
Service 

 Head of Learning and Skills 14-19 Team  

 Principal Officer Business Systems and 
Information 

Knowsley Council 

 SEND Knowsley Council 

 Named Nurse Safeguarding Children  Health 

 KSCB Board Manager KSCB 

 Consumer Protection Manager Knowsley Council 

 Head of Service 
 

NWBorough 
Foundation Trust 

 Principal Communications Manager Knowsley Council 

 Sexual Health Services Royal Liverpool 
Broad Green 
University Hospital 
Trust  

 National Probation Service 
 

Head of Knowsley , St 
Helens and Wirral 
Cluster 
 

Purpose 
To ensure children are safeguarded and protected through the development of a multi-agency 

approach to reduce the risk of children in Knowsley being subject to exploitation and/or missing from 

home.  

Key Objectives  
 

1. To provide strategic oversight, scrutiny and direction on how we safeguard and protect 
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children who may be vulnerable to exploitation and children who are missing from home. 

2. Lead, monitor and inform the wider partnership response to child exploitation through the 

collation and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data identifying themes, trends and 

emergent patterns of concern.  

3. To contribute to the development of a multi-agency approach to disrupt and deter 

perpetrators of child exploitation and to request assurance of the effectiveness of wider 

partnership disruption and enforcement activity 

4. To develop a child and family centered approach to support children who are at risk of 

exploitation and children who are missing from home, ensuring that their views are listened 

to and influence delivery. 

5. Incorporate national and local learning in the development of inter-agency activity. 

6. To ensure practitioners have the requisite skills and knowledge through the delivery of 

effective training. 

7. To develop effective engagement in the community that will support and enhance our 

delivery. 

8. Ensure the establishment, development and maintainence of partnership policies, 

procedures and guidance in response to child exploitation and missing children.  

9. Provide governance, support and direction to the SHIELD (Child Exploitation and Missing 
from Home service). 

 

Reporting responsibilities and Relationships 
The Board will report to the Knowsley Safeguarding Children Board and the Children and Families 
Board including an account of progress, significant findings and issues, future workload, and any 
recommendations for action or approval. 
 
The Board will link into the Community Safety Partnership, receiving and providing assurance and 
exception reporting as required.  
 
The Board will act as a conduit between the Pan Merseyside Multi agency Child Exploitation 
(MACE) group and the wider LA and Partners. 
 
The Board will  receive reports from SHIELD (Child Exploitation and Missing from Home service) in 
relation to performance and overall service developments. 
 
The board will request and receive exception/assurance reports from key agencies (including 
commissioned, LA and external) who have an active role with perpeptrators/victims in tackling Child 
Exploitation and Missing.    
 
The Board will maintain a record of its meetings including attendance log. 
Membership and Responsibilities of Members 
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The Board will maintain a diverse membership, including children’s services, health, the police 
and education, seeking to involve people with appropriate expertise as necessary.   
 

Core agency membership  

 Shield  

 Children’s Social Care 

 Safeguarding & Quality  Assurance Unit 

 Licensing 

 Safer Communities  

 Merseyside Police 

 Early Help 

 St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospital 

 North West Boroughs Foundation Trust 

 Knowsley Clinical Commissioning Group 

 Knowsley Youth Offending Service 

 Education/ schools 

 Public Health 

 Youth Mutual 

 Catch 22 

 CEOP 

Additional KSCB member agencies may be co-opted onto group if specific expertise is required for 
audit or other purposes 
 

If a nominated member of the Group is unable to attend, then a designated representative should 

attend in their place.  The nominated delegate will be identified in advance and should be of an 

appropriate level to undertake decisions on behalf of the nominated member and their organisation.   

The nominated member should ensure that their designated representative has been briefed and 

provided with the relevant papers.  

Responsibilities of Members  
 

 Identification of emerging themes  

 Ensuring information is disseminated within own agency / department / team and other 

partners as relevant 

 Active participation in agenda and discussion, bringing issues to and from own area of 

responsibility. 

 Undertake actions and reporting back as agreed by the meeting 

 Abide by the Information Governance guidelines for each agency and Data Protection Act 

 

Frequency, Attendance & Quorum 
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Meetings will usually be held quarterly with exceptional meetings convened as required to meet 
demand.  
 
80% attendance is required by all members; an attendance log will be maintained and reviewed at 
each meeting. Persistent failure to attend will be escalated by the Chair as appropriate. 
 
A minimum of three different agencies must be represented for meetings to be quorate. NB: The 
health agencies will be counted as one for this purpose. 
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Appendix B 

 

 

Terms of Reference 
 

Group Knowsley Shield Operational Meeting  

Chair The group with be chaired by Pamela Foster, Shield 
Coordinator, Childrens Services. 

Membership  

Name Title Organisation 
 Shield Coordinator  Knowsley Council 

 Shield Detective Sergeant Police  

 Catch 22 Pan Merseyside Catch 22   Catch 22 

 Senior Service Coordinator Catch 22 

 Shield Experienced Social Worker Shield  

 Shield Experienced Social Worker Shield  

 Shield Experienced Social Worker Shield  

 Health YOS/ Shield  

Co-opted Members 

Name Title Organisation 

 

Purpose 
The aim of the Shield Operational Meeting is to provide and promote a clear consistent response to 
concerns in relation to child exploitation and missing in Knowsley via the Shield Team.  This includes 
oversight and analysis of risk and safeguarding in relation to child sexual and criminal exploitation 
and missing episdoes.  
 
Knowsley Safeguarding Children Board is committed to ensuring that all children who are at risk or 
victims of exploitation are:  

 treated as a child who is a victim of abuse, 

 provided with a  prompt response to protect and promote their welfare,  

 provided with joint multi-agency working to prevent abuse and ensure opportunities and 
strategies are in place to exit from exploitation, and  

 supported to contribute to the prosecution of those who groom, coerce and abuse children 

through exploitation. 

 

Key Objectives  
 
To scrutinise and interrogate monthly performance data concerning children subject to exploitation 
and or missing episodes.  This will then inform the monitoring of the MACE and the collection of data 
for performance indicators and analytical content. To safeguard children by reducing the risk of 
exploitation. 
 
To ensure the development and maintenance of a database of the children who are regularly going 
missing from care, education or home and at risk of exploitation (sexual and criminal).  To reduce 
the number and frequency of missing episodes.  
 
To ensure that the correct processes are in place and are followed that allow immediate 
safeguarding measures and longer term safeguarding plans to be in place for those identified 
children.  To identifiy and address any barriers or gaps in service provision. 
 
To ensure that return interviews are offered and carried out and that there is an analysis of such 
information which is then shared across all multi-agency services thus enabling joined up 
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safeguarding activity.   
 
To ensure that a consistent standard of assessments and plans are in in place across the council in 
response to child exploitation.  
 
To ensure that prosecution of offenders is being considered in each case, disruption of activities is 
being targeted and that young people’s welfare needs have been assessed and that they are 
supported throughout a criminal investigation.  

 
 
 
The Shield Operational meeting will report/ escalate to the Muti-Agency Child Exploitation and 
Missing Performance Board on a quarterly basis.  The meeting will also feed relevant information 
into the Care Homes Scrutiny Panel. 
   

Role of members  

Members of the meeting will be responsible for: 

 Providing data and identification of emerging themes  

 Ensure information is scrutinise and direct Shield interventions 

 Ensure objectives are met as part of the Shield business plan 

 Ensuring information is disseminated within own agency / department / team and to other 
partners as relevant 

 Active participation in agenda and discussion, bringing issues to and from own area of 
responsibility. 

 Undertake actions as agreed by the meeting 

 Abide by the Information Governance guidelines for each agency and Data Protection Act 

 
If a nominated member of the meeting is unable to attend, then a designated representative should 
attend in their place.  The nominated delegate will be identified in advance and should be of an 
appropriate level to undertake decisions on behalf of the nominated member and their organisation.   
The nominated member should ensure that their designated representative has been briefed and 
provided with the relevant papers.  
 

Frequency 
Meetings will be 4-8 weeks  
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MACE Terms of Reference 

 

Group Multi-Agency Child Exploitation    

Chair Jointly chaired by CSC (senior manager level) and 
Detective Inspector  

Membership  

Organisations Organisation 
Children Service Teams Council 

Early Help Service Council 

YOS  YOS 

Sexual Health Health 

Health Health 

Local policing Merseyside Police  

Catch 22  Pan Merseyside Catch 22 

Safeguarding Lead Education 

CAMHS CAMHS 

Crime and Communities  Community Safety Partnership 

Probation Probation 

CE Coordinator Merseyside Police  

Post 16 ETE ETE post 16 

Drugs services Voluntary 

CE team member (if applicable to area) CE team 

Co-opted Members 

Title Organisation 

Licencing Council  

Housing Housing 

 
Purpose 
The aim of the MACE is to provide a framework and governance to promote a clear consistent 
response to concerns in relation to child exploitation in Merseyside.  
 

Key Objectives  
The MACE provides:  
 

 a framework to allow regular information/intelligence sharing and action planning to tackle 

CE from a range of statutory, voluntary and community sector agencies, 

 a governance structure to ensure all medium/high concerns about child exploitation have 

been assessed and responded to appropriately via safeguarding and enforcement agencies, 

 a process to ensure a certain standard is achieved in relation to the CE assessment and that 

CE identified needs have been responded to via the lead practitioners plan,  

 a forum identify and respond to gaps in provision and to escalate any identified concerns 

within agencies,   

 a meeting to share wider intelligence sharing of the CE risks and needs across Merseyside 

and to build upon intelligence to enhance safeguarding and disrupt perpetrators,  

 a process to identify any child who presents as a victim of exploitation and also a risk 

towards other children to ensure risk is identified and managed appropriately, 

 a meeting to focus on the 4 P objectives (prepare, prevent, pursue and protect), 

 a forum to recognise good practice to share learning and ensure services try all approaches 

to engage children being exploited, 

 to consider our transitional pathways for anyone turning 18 years old who are still assessed 
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as being exploited,  

 to monitor NRM referrals in terms of multi-agency involvement, criming, investigation, result 

and outcome for perpetrators, and 

 to ensure all CE perpetrators that present a threat, harm and risk will be brought to the 

attention of local policing for a range of disruption opportunities to be considered.  

 

The MACE meeting will not supplant, replace or override current safeguarding procedures. Cases 
involving children who are at immediate risk, should not wait for the MACE meeting. 
 

Governance 

 
The MACE will report/ escalate to the local authority strategic group responsible for Child 
Exploitation and the Pan Merseyside Strategic MACE.   
 
The MACE chairs will escalate any identified concerns within the local multi-agency safeguarding 
arrangements.    
 

Role of members 

Members of the meeting will be responsible for the Multi-agency oversight of all CE assessment and 
the child’s plan.   
 
Members are expected to read all the paperwork that is sent out prior to the MACE and attend the 
MACE to express individual agencies opinion on:   
 

 any missing information 
 whether the risk level appropriate 
 the standard of assessment and plan being appropriate  

 
Members are also expected to: 
  

 Be the single point of contact for agencies for CE 
 Ensuring information or actions are disseminated within own agency / department / team and 

to other partners as relevant 
 Active participation in agenda and discussion, bringing issues to and from own area of 

responsibility. 
 Raise and escalate any concerns from an agencies perspective  
 Undertake actions as agreed by the meeting 
 To share good practice and what their agency has done when agencies have been unable to 

engage,  
 Abide by the Information Governance guidelines for each agency and Data Protection Act 

 
If a nominated member of the meeting is unable to attend, then a designated representative should 
attend in their place.  The nominated delegate will be identified in advance and should be of an 
appropriate level to undertake decisions on behalf of the nominated member and their organisation.   
The nominated member should ensure that their designated representative has been briefed and 
provided with the relevant papers.  
 
 
 

MACE agenda  
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The MACE agenda will include the following standardised items:  
 

1) CE assessments- initial and review 
2) Oversight of National Referral Mechanism Referrals 

 Has this decision been reached via multi-agency discussion? 

 Has this been crimed? 

 Has this resulted in positive conclusion grounds decision? 

 Outcome of the decision? (Investigation of the trafficking? Court outcome? Support 
package?) 

3) Intelligence and how this can be developed further by agencies 
4) Strategic MACE update (demographics) 
5) What works and any barriers agencies are facing 

 
 

Frequency 

Minimal requirement : monthly  
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Appendix D 

 

 
Mapping Meeting Terms of Reference 

 

Group Knowsley Multi-Agency Child Exploitation (Criminal 

Exploitation) Mapping Meeting 

Chair Jointly chaired by Shield Coordinator and DS Crime 
and Communities 

Membership  

Name Title Organisation 
 Shield Coordinator  Knowsley Council 

 Assistant Team Mangaer Child Protection 
Teams 

Knowsley Council 

 Early Help Service Knowsley Council 

 YOS Knowsley Council 

 Looked After Teams Knowsley Council 

 Young Person Team Knowsley Council 

 CE Worker Catch 22 

 Education  Knowsley Council 

 Crime and Communities  Crime and 
Communities  

 Probation Probation 

 CRC CRC 

 DS Shield Police 

 CE Coordinator Police  

 Shield  Shield  

 MACE chair Knowsley Council  

 MACE chair Knowsley Council 

 Force Intelligence  Police  

 14-19 team KMBC 

Co-opted Members 

Name Title Organisation 
 Shield SW KMBC 

 Shield SW KMBC 

 Shield SW KMBC 

 Shield SW KMBC 

 
Purpose 
The aim of the Mapping meeting is to start the process of mapping for MACE to increase our 
understanding of the CCE cohort to ensure children are being safeguarded.    
 

 
Key Objectives  
The mapping meeting provides a meeting/framework:  
 

 to allow information/intelligence sharing, 

 to highlight system gaps, 

 to share wider intelligence sharing of the CE risks and needs across Knowsley,  

 to identify any siblings or at risk groups, 

 to understand our links within borough and county lines, 

 to identify any locations of concern to refer into the problem solving location meeting.  
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 to increase our understanding of the key features or trends of the CE cohort, and 

 to identify any CE perpetrators living in Knowsley who require a referral to Multi-Agency 

Response to Threat, Harm and Risk (MARTHR) 

 

 

Governance 

 
The Mapping meeting will report into the MACE meeting.  
 
All intelligence will be fed back into police systems for future development 
  
 

Role of members  

Members are expected to:  
 
  

 Be the single point of contact for agencies on CE mapping information 
 To check their own systems and bring information to the mapping group to assist with the 

process  
 Active participation in agenda and discussion, bringing issues to and from own area of 

responsibility. 
 Undertake actions as agreed by the meeting 
 Abide by the Information Governance guidelines for each agency and Data Protection Act 

 
If a nominated member of the meeting is unable to attend, then a designated representative should 
attend in their place.   

Frequency 
Meetings will be bi- monthly 
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Appendix E 

 

                                                                            

        

DATE xxx 202X 

 
Attendees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outstanding Actions 

Action Person 

Completing 

Outcome  

    

   

 

Information from previous day: 

 

  

  

 

 

Strategy Meetings to be arranged 
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Name Date of 

Meeting and 

Time 

Circumstances 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

Missing from Home 

Name DOB Address       Details Meeting needed 

      

     

 

 

MACE Referral  

Name 

 

 

DOB    Address Referrer Details  CSE 

/CCE 

      

      

 

 

 

New Residents 

Name DOB Address Details 

 
Notificatio

n Received 

      

     

 

 

Left Knowsley Area 
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Name DOB Address Details Notificatio

n Received 

     

     

 

 

Licensing 

Circumstances Issues 

  

 

 

  

 

AOB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actions 
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Appendix F 

 

This process refers to all missing / found epsiodes received in the CSC Admin Inbox  

MISSING TEMPLATE FOR ICS IS BELOW: 

 WHEN YOU ARE ON SYSTEMS PLEASE CHECK YOUR QUERIES FROM THE PREVIOUS DAY 

AND ACTION IF YOU CAN BEFORE YOU COMPLETE THAT DAYS MISSING/FOUNDS– ANY 

PROBLEMS OR QUERIES SPEAK TO LEONIE OR PAT. 

 When completing the missing / founds put all open cases and Knowlsey residents on first and then do 

the CLA-e’s 

Process for child with allocated Social Worker in ICS or EHM placed in our area and out of borough 

If a child has a Level 3 allocated worker in EHM: input the missing epsisode / case note in ICS and email 

compacts to the allocated worker and team manager. (this will be in the involvements tab in EHM) – if it is 

awaiting allocation then send it to familyfirst0-18dutymailbox@knowsley.gov.uk; 

Note: If a child has a Level 2 work in EHM you will need to complete a contact in ICS. 

Missing: 

 BSA / Social Worker receives the alert that a child is missing.  

 If no compact / police log is received Social Worker completes missing notification form in ICS – this is 

sent as an alert to the Admin Missing Tray. 

 BSA Will pick up alert from Admin Missing Tray 

 Save missing notification form to a word doc. (email Social Worker, Team Manager, Education and 

Health to notify them of a missing episode) 

 Create missing episode in ICS (ADDITIONAL TAB) inputting date / time / risks / circumstances and any 

other information you have. 

 Attach forms in documents.   

 Re-assign missing episode to ‘Missing Episode Tray’ (this will stay here until we receive the found 

episode) 

 Add case note to ICS.  

 Flag the email – this will stay here until the found is received. 

 Email missing email to Social Worker and Team Manager. 

 

Found: 

 BSA / Social Worker receives the alert that a child is found.  

 If no compact / police log is received Social Worker completes found notification form in ICS – this is 

sent as an alert to the Admin Missing Tray 

 Save found notification to a word doc. (Document will be emailed later on in the process) 

 Pick up the missing notification from the missing episode tray. 

 Update the found episode in ICS  

 Attach forms in documents.  

 Re-assign missing episode to ‘Missing Episode Tray’ (this will stay here until we receive the Catch 22 

Return Interview) 

 Add case note to ICS.  

 Send missing / found emails to Social Worker, Team Manager, Health, Education and Catch 22. 

 Mark email as complete and move to completed work folder. 
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Missing / found: 

 BSA / Social Worker receives the alert that a child is missing / found.  

 If no compact / police log is received Social Worker completes missing / found notification form in ICS – 

this is sent as alerts to the Admin Missing Tray. 

 BSA Will pick up alerts from Admin Missing Tray. 

 Save missing / found notification form to a word doc. (Document will be emailed later on in the process). 

 Create missing / found episode in ICS inputting date / time / risks / circumstances and any other 

information you have. 

 Attach forms in documents.  

 Re-assign missing episode to ‘Missing Episode Tray’ (this will stay here until we receive the found 

episode) 

 Add case note to ICS.  

 Send missing / found emails to Social Worker, Team Manager, Health, Education and Catch 22. 

 Mark email as complete and move to completed work folder. 

 

Process for child a Knowsley resident with no open worker in ICS or EHM 

(Knowsley Resident) 

 Save missing / found emails to a word doc. 

 Put contact on ICS and attach forms in attachments. If there is a previous contact in draft email the 

compact missing / found emails to Knowsley MASH FAO: Duty Social Worker to notify them of the 

missing or found and inform them that the previous contact is still currently open.  

 Re-assign contact to MASH Duty tray. 

 Put on missing episodes in ICS and attach forms and re-assign to ‘Missing Persons Episode Tray’. 

 Put on case note in ICS. 

 Send missing / found emails to Health, Education, Catch 22   

 Mark emails as complete and move to completed work folder. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Process for child placed in our area from  another local authority  

(CLA-E) 

 Save missing / found emails to a word doc. 

 Put contact on ICS and attach forms in attachments. If there is a previous contact in draft email the 

missing / found emails to Knowsley MASH FAO: Duty Social Worker of the missing/found and 

inform them that the previous contact is still in draft.  

 Re-assign contact to MASH Duty tray. 

 Put on missing episodes in ICS and attach forms and re-assign to ‘Missing Persons Episode Tray’. 

 Put on case note in ICS. 

 Send missing / found emails to Health, Education, Catch 22 (only send to Catch 22 if they are on the 

spreadsheet stating they wish for Knowsley to complete the return interview on their behalf). 

 If the other Local Authority haven’t commissioned Knowsley the missing episode would be closed down 

at this stage and finalised. N/A being the reason in the return interview and reason ‘not commissioning 

Knowsley to complete the return interview’. 

 Mark emails as complete and move to completed work folder. 

 If you receive a CLOSED REPORT for a CLA-e child use this as the found notification; use the date and 

time that the Police sent it to MASH as the found time.  
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Police Logs: 

The majority of the time we have already received this information from compact reports and have already 

updated ICS. 

 Check ICS to see if we have received the info on the logs. 

 If we have just attach the Police Log to documents. 

 If not create the missing episode in ICS and contact in EHM (if needed). 

 Complete MFH Form and send to Catch 22, Health and Education. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Catch 22 Return Interview: 

Open Social Worker: 

 Email received from Catch 22 with attachments. 

 Pick up missing episode from missing person tray – ensuring that the date / times on the Catch 22 

Interview matches the date / time in ICS. 

 Input Catch 22 details e.g declined or accepted etc. 

 PLEASE NOTE: If it is a declined return interview do not put a completed date OR return interview 

completed by just fill in that it was offered and declined. 

 Attach form in documents tab 

 Go to actions and finalise episode. 

 Email interview to allocated Social Worker and Team Manager. 

 Mark email as complete and move to completed work folder. 

 

No open Social Worker. 

 Email received from Catch 22 with attachements. 

 Pick up missing episode from missing person tray – ensuring that the date / times on the Catch 22 

Interview matches the date / time in ICS. 

 Input Catch 22 details e.g declined or accepted etc. 

 PLEASE NOTE: If it is a declined return interview do not put a completed date OR return interview 

completed by just fill in that it was offered and declined.. 

 Attach form in documents tab 

 Go to actions and finalise episode. 

 Add contact to ICS and attach the Catch 22 Interview. 

 Re-assign to MASH Duty Tray. 

 Mark email as complete and move to completed work folder. 

 

FOR CLA-e that have commissioned Knowsley to complete the return interview 

 Email received from Catch 22 with attachements. 

 Pick up missing episode from missing person tray – ensuring that the date / times on the Catch 22 

Interview matches the date / time in ICS. 

 Input Catch 22 details e.g declined or accepted etc. 

 PLEASE NOTE: If it is a declined return interview do not put a completed date OR return interview 

completed by just fill in that it was offered and declined.. 

 Attach form in documents tab 

 Go to actions and finalise episode. 
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 Add contact to ICS and attach the Catch 22 Interview. 

 Re-assign to MASH Duty Tray. 

 Mark email as complete and move to completed work folder. 

 Update charging spreadsheet with missing / found details on – of how many missing episodes was completed 

within that interview. **One interview will be one charge (£140) regardless of how many missing episodes 

have been included in that interview ** 

 

When completing the returns that are not straight forward accept or declines:  

If it is a child 0-4 years you would record this as N/A and the reason would be due to age. 

If it is a child placed in our area from another area and they are completing their own return interview the 

reason would be N/A and the reason would be for e.g. Sefton completing their own return interview. 

If it is a ‘repeat runner’ then it would be recorded as offered but declined and then ‘repeat runner’ would be the 

reason.  

***This was agreed with Pamela Foster on 18.05.17*** 

 

Requesting a NYAS Return Interview – *** NO MFH FORM NEEDED TO BE COMPLETED*** 

 Receive the missing / found notifications 

 Update ICS 

 Email Elaine @ NYAS stating that the child has gone missing to and from and can they complete a return 

interview. Elaine will advise if they can complete a return interview and what you need to do next. It will 

only be the below actions…. 

 Send the Spot form to Elaine @ NYAS (elaine.jones@ nyas.net) 

 Complete the NYAS Form on the NYAS website (www.nyas.net) 

 When you go on the website go to ‘professionals referrals’ (at the bottom of the form) and then follow the 

form (there is an example in my green box on my desk) 

 Once NYAS have completed the return interview they will send the form back to us. 

 Complete the return interview section on the missing episode.  

  

http://www.nyas.net/
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Appendix G 

 

Shield Assessment Form 

 
Date of Assessment  

Name of young person  

DOB & Age  

CSE / CCE / Both  

Current risk assessment  

Current involvement [CIN, CP, 
CLA, FF] 

 

Police investigation  

NRM [yes/no – outcome]  

 
Overview of concerns / referral to Shield:  

 
 

 

Consideration of exploitation model / type / social status  
Prompt to consider family influence, debts, financial gain, self-worth, belonging, status, peers, party, 
relationships, 
 
 
 

 
Contextualised 
Assessment 

What is 
working well? 

Vulnerability/Complicating 
factors? 

What are we 
worried about? 
Impact 
expected? 

What needs 
to happen 
next? Holistic 

Overall Plan. Who 
is completing 
action / by when? 

Child[including 
emotional harm] 

    

Family  
 
Family Network:  

    

External 
Relationships 
CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION IN 
THIS SECTION – 
NOT TO BE 
SHARED 
WITHOUT 
AUTHORS 
CONSENT 
 

Known associates 
identified  

    

Perpetrators / 
disruption 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION IN 
THIS SECTION – 
NOT TO BE 
SHARED 
WITHOUT 
AUTHORS 
CONSENT 
 

Suspected 
perpetrators 
identified  
Education, 
Training, 
Employment 
 
Status / provider:  
 

    

Locations  
CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION IN 
THIS SECTION – 
NOT TO BE 
SHARED 
WITHOUT 
AUTHORS 
CONSENT 
 
Known locations:  
 
Known locations 
in dispute: 
 
County Lines 
Location:  

 
 
 

    

 

Shield Priorities over the next ____ months:  
 

What are the desired 
outcomes? 

What needs to happen? By who and when? 

   

   

   
 

 

Safety Plan Completed: Yes / No 
Where is this stored? 

 
Review date:  
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Signed:  
 
Shield Social Worker  
 
Date:  
 
 
 
 
 
CE matrix 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cycle of Change 

Accept CE 
Disclose 

Understanding 
grooming & 

consent 

Improved 
relationship 
with family  

Understanding 
"Friendship" 

"Relationship"  

Self-care & 
health 

Positive 
interests & 
education 

CE stops 
Keeping Safe 

Feels confident 
& has self-

worth 

Emotional 
regulation & 

communication 
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Trauma Recovery Model 

 

 
 
Appendix H 
 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=https://drinkanddrugsnews.com/a-step-too-far-2/&psig=AOvVaw3wxvzVcC7RZCOELhP1oLna&ust=1559897918960089
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                        Process map for children not open to Children Services  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                    Process map for children open to Children Services 
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Appendix I 
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Shield Consultation Form 
 
 

 Date of consultation:                                                           Consultation by:  

 

 Name of professional / role:                                              Level of involvement:  

 

 

Name of young person:                     

DOB & Age:  

 

Discussion: 

                          

 
Prompt to consider Social Status and Research on Gender   

 

Accept CE 
Disclose 

Understandin
g grooming & 

consent 

Improved 
relationship 
with family  

Understandin
g 

"Friendship" 
"Relationship

"  

Self-care & 
health 

Positive 
interests & 
education 

CE stops 
Keeping Safe 

Feels 
confident & 

has self-
worth 

Emotional 
regulation & 
communicati

on 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=https://drinkanddrugsnews.com/a-step-too-far-2/&psig=AOvVaw3wxvzVcC7RZCOELhP1oLna&ust=1559897918960089
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Think of the contexts:   

 

 What is 

working well? 

Vulnerability/Complicating 

factors? 

What are we 

worried 

about? 

Impact 

expected and 

what needs to 

happen? 

Individual     

Family      

Associates     

Perpetrators      

ETE     

Locations      

 

Investigation? 

Perpetrator disruption? 

 

Current Safety Plan: 

 

 

 

Sequences of intervention:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Review date:   _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 


